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Totalization of simplicial homotopy types

C. Ogle, A. Salch

Abstract

We identify the obstructions for the functoriality and the uniqueness of the totalization functor,
(partially) defined on the category of simplicial objects in the homotopy category of a stable model
category, and we use a result from the cyclic homology of group algebras to show they can be non-zero.

1 Introduction/Statement of results

Let C denote a stable model category (our motivating example is the category of bounded-below chain
complexes over C). Then the associated homotopy category Ho(C) is triangulated in a natural way. Let
S•C denote the category of simplicial objects over C; the objects in this category are functors F : ∆op →
C, with morphisms given by natural transformations of such functors. Given such a simplicial object
C• = {[n] 7→ Cn}n≥0, one can totalize it. (For our decision to refer to this construction as “totalization”
and not its more common name, “geometric realization,” see Remark 2.1.) We then have a totalization
functor Tot : S•C → C. Using this functor, one has the following fundamental definition:

• A simplicial morphism φ• : C• → D• is a weak equivalence in S•C iff Tot(φ•) : Tot(C•)→ Tot(D•)
is a weak equivalence in C.

This definition of weak equivalence yields a closed model structure on S•C compatible with that on C via
the functor Tot1. Now one can also consider the simplicial category S•Ho(C) of simplicial objects over
the homotopy category, and two natural questions to ask regarding totalization are:

Question 1 (Existence)

a) (weak form) Let C• be an object in S•Ho(C). Does Tot(C•) exist? (If the answer is “yes,” we will
say that C• is totalizable.)

b) (strong form) Let C• be an object in S•Ho(C). Does there exist an object C• of S•C with C• = [C•]?

This issue has been partially addressed by Bökstedt and Neeman in [BN]. Precisely, in [§3, BN], the
authors show that the natural construction of Tot(C•) as a homotopy colimit in the (triangulated)
homotopy category Ho(C) can be realized iff a sequence of first-order Toda brackets vanishes (cf. [K]). In
fact their argument shows a bit more, so we recall their setup. Let C∗ denote the chain complex object
in Ho(C) associated to C• by taking alternating sums of face sums (this constructions makes sense since
triangulated categories are additive, so we can add and subtract the face maps from each other). For
each n ≥ 0, let Tn denote the (hypothetical) total object of the “n-skeleton” Cn → Cn−1 → · · · → C0.
Obviously T0 = C0, and T1 is the mapping cone of C1 → C0, described by the triangle

C1 → C0 → T1 → ΣC1.
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1This is in distinction to [CL], where Reedy shows that the category of simplicial objects over a model category admits

a model structure when using the more restrictive notion of degreewise weak equivalence
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The two nulhomotopies of the composition C2 → C1 → C0 → T1 allow one to define a map ΣC2 → T1.
We let T2 be the mapping cone of this map. One then considers the composite φ3 : ΣC3 → ΣC2 → T1,
which is the first Toda bracket associated to the homotopy chain complex C∗. If φ3 = 0, then we get a
map Σ2C3 → T2, and we let T3 be its mapping cone. Then one considers the composite φ4 : Σ2C4 →
Σ2C3 → T2. If φ4 = 0, then we get a map Σ3C4 → T3, and we let T4 be its mapping cone. At this
point the inductive construction should be clear. The argument of [BN] leads to the following, which
essentially answers part a) of Question 1.

Theorem. [[BN]] Let C∗, Ti, i = 0, 1 be as above. Suppose that for k < n, Tk exists and that there is a
triangle

Tk−1 → Tk → ΣkCk → ΣTk−1

Then the (n-2)
nd

Toda bracket associated to the complex C∗

φn : Σn−2Cn → Tn−1

is defined, and Tn can be constructed from this data iff φn = 0. The totalization T∞ exists iff Tn can be
constructed in this fashion for each n ≥ 0, in which case one has T∞ := hocolim

−−−−−→
Tn.

Thus the total complex T∞ of C∗, if it exists, is naturally equipped with a skeletal filtration {Tn}, for
which the associated graded object satisfies Grn(T∞)/Grn−1(T∞) = ΣnCn for each n. Note that this
construction does not resolve the existence issue raised by part b), for which the obstructions seem to be
a bit more subtle. Nevertheless, following this train of thought and motivated by the question posed by
Bökstedt and Neeman on [p. 219, BN], we have

Question 2a (Uniqueness) Let C•, D• be two objects of S•C, with the corresponding objects {[n] 7→
[Cn]}n≥0 resp. {[n] 7→ [Dn]}n≥0 in S•Ho(C) denoted by [C•] resp. [D•]. If f• : [C•] → [D•] is a
simplicial map which is the identity in each degree, does f• extend to a filtration-preserving equivalence
g : Tot(C•)→ Tot(D•)?

More generally, one can ask when a map of totalizable simplicial homotopy types induces a map of
totalizations:
Question 2b (Functoriality) Let C•, D• be two objects of S•Ho(C) whose totalizations both exist. If
f• : C• → D• is a simplicial map, does f• extend to a filtration-preserving morphism g∗ : Tot(C•) →
Tot(D•)?

As observed in [§3, BN], it is relatively easy to construct simplicial objects in Ho(C) for which the first
possibly non-trivial Toda bracket is in fact non-trivial, from which one concludes that the totalization of
C∗ in general does not exist. There is, then, the secondary issue of the uniqueness of the totalization,
framed as in Question 2a, and of functoriality, as in Question 2b. Our first main result is the identification
of a series of obstructions associated to a morphism of simplicial objects inHo(C) whose vanishing provides
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a filtration-preserving morphism of totalizations to
exist, as specified by these two questions. These obstructions may be thought of as the first and higher-
order Toda brackets associated to a map of totalizable simplicial objects in the homotopy category
Ho(C) (as defined below). In section 3, we show that a well-known equivalence used to compute the
cyclic homology of group algebras, simplicialized, provides an explicit example of the non-triviality of
these Toda brackets, and thus an explicit case of when the totalization, even when it exists, is not unique.
Precisely, we show, for C the category of bounded-below chain complexes over C:

Theorem 1.1. There are simplicial chain complexes C∗,•, D∗,• in S∗C such that

P1 There exists a morphism of graded chain complexes {φn : C∗,n → D∗,n}n≥0 with φn a weak equiva-
lence (i.e., quasi-isomorphism) for each n,

P2 for each morphism α ∈ Hom∆([m], [n]), there is a canonical chain homotopy

φm ◦ C∗,•(α) ≃ D∗,•(α) ◦ φn : C∗,n → D∗,m,

P3 and H∗(Tot∗C∗,•) 6= H∗(Tot∗D∗,•).

We would like to thank the referee for bringing [AB] to our attention, which considers issues related to
the ones discussed here.



2 Maps of simplicial homotopy types and higher Toda brackets

Remark 2.1. The terminologically fastidious reader might insist that one totalizes a cosimplicial object,
and one geometrically realizes a simplicial object. To that way of thinking, we should be writing “geo-
metric realization” rather than “totalization” throughout this paper, since we are considering simplicial
objects and not cosimplicial objects. The reason we have chosen to stick with the term “totalization” is
that the main example in the last section of this paper, due to the first author, really involves a total-
ization in the most classical sense: a totalization of a double complex. A suitably modern statement of
the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem is that there is a quasi-isomorphism between, on the one hand, the classical
totalization of the alternating sum double complex of any simplicial chain complex of abelian groups; and
on the other hand, the geometric realization of that same simplicial chain complex of abelian groups. So
there is good precedent for our usage of the term “totalization” and it is motivated by our main example.

Now we come around to the main question of this paper: suppose C•, D• are simplicial objects in the
homotopy category Ho(C) of a stable model category C. Suppose further that C•, D• are both totalizable,
that is, the totalizations of C• and D• in the sense of Thm. 1 both exist. Finally, suppose we have a map
f• : C• → D• of simplicial objects in Ho(C). We sometimes call f• a map of simplicial homotopy types.
Does f• induce a map of totalizations TotC• → TotD•?

To C• we can associate an alternating sum chain complex object, for which we will write C∗. Let F∗C∗

denote the skeletal filtration of C∗; that is, FnC∗ = {Ck}0≤k≤n, with TnC∗ := Tot (FnC∗). Finally, for
1 ≤ l ≤ n, n ≥ 0, let GrlnFC∗ = (FnC∗) / (Fn−lC∗); similarly for D∗. The object Tot(C∗) is filtered by
{Tot(FnC∗)}n≥0, and for each n

Gr1nFC∗ = (Tot(FnC∗)) / (Tot(Fn−1C∗)) = ΣnCn.

By “filtration” here we mean we have a natural sequence of maps

0 ≃ Tot (F−1C∗)→ Tot (F0C∗)→ Tot (F1C∗)→ Tot (F2C∗)→ . . .

whose homotopy colimit is Tot(C∗) = Tot(C•). (We are writing Tot for what is really a geometric
realization, and this sequence of maps is sometimes called the geometric realization tower, a name which
is more convincing if you draw the sequence vertically. We draw it this way in diagram 2.12, below.)
Questions 2a and 2b of the previous section may be reformulated as:

Question. When does there exist a filtration-preserving homomorphism of totalizations g∗ : Tot(C∗)→
Tot(D∗) with gn ≃ fn : Gr1nFC∗ → Gr1nFD∗ for each n?

As we shall see, there is a naturally defined hierarchy of obstructions associated to the existence of such a
map, and that even the first-order obstructions are in general non-zero. To describe them, first note that
by Dold-Kan, the homotopy commutativity of the above diagram is equivalent to the statement that

Cn

'& %$ ! "#≃dC
n

��

fn
// Dn

dD
n

��

Cn−1

fn−1
// Dn−1

(2.2)

commutes in the homotopy category Ho(C) for each n ≥ 1, with the vertical differentials given as the
alternating sum of the face maps from dim. n to dim. n − 1. The first step to constructing g• (or,
equivalently, g∗) is provided by

Proposition 2.3. For each n ≥ 1 there exists a filtration-preserving map

Tot
(
Gr2nFC∗

) h
−→ Tot

(
Gr2nFD∗

)

which on the subquotients Gr1mFC∗ agree with fm (m = n, n− 1). If fm is a weak equivalence for every
m, then so is h.



Proof. Since Tot
(
Gr2nFC∗

)
is just the cofiber of the map dCn+2 : Σn+1Cn+2 → ΣnCn+1, the map h is

just the map induced in cofibers:

Σn+1Cn+2

Σn+1dC
n+2

//

Σn+1fn+2

��

Σn+1Cn+1

Σn+1fn+1

��

// Tot
(
Gr2nFC∗

)

��
✤

✤

✤

Σn+1Dn+2

Σn+1dD
n+2

// Σn+1Dn+1
// Tot

(
Gr2nFD∗

)
,

where the left-hand square commutes inHo(C). That this map of cofibers exists is part of what one proves
in the usual process of showing that the homotopy category of a stable model category is triangulated
(or, more generally, that the homotopy category of a pointed model category is pretriangulated); one can
consult Prop. 6.3.5 of [H].

We include an appealingly explicit construction of this map in the special case that C is the category of
bounded-below chain complexes of R-modules, for some ring R. By assumption, for each n there exists
a chain homotopy s(1)∗n : C∗n → D[1,−1]∗n := D(∗+1)(n−1) with

f∗n−1 ◦ d
C
∗n − dD∗n ◦ f∗n = d1D(∗+1)(n−1) ◦ s(1)∗n + s(1)(∗−1)n ◦ d

1C
∗n (2.4)

where d1C∗m : C∗m → C(∗−1)m denotes the differential in the first coordinate (similarly for D∗∗). Now
Totk+n (FnC∗∗/Fn−2C∗∗) ∼= C(k+1)(n−1) ⊕Ckn and similarly for D∗∗. By equation (2.4) above, the map

C(k+1)(n−1) ⊕ Ckn → D(k+1)(n−1) ⊕Dkn, (2.5)

(x1, x2) 7→
(
f(k+1)(n−1)(x1) + s(1)kn(x2), fkn(x2)

)
(2.6)

defines a chain map of total complexes Tot∗
(
Gr2nFC∗∗

)
→ Tot∗

(
Gr2nFD∗∗

)
which, by construction,

agrees with f• on the subquotients Gr1mFC∗∗ for m = n, n− 1.

Now since the square

Cn+1

dC
n

��

fn+1
// Dn+1

dD
n

��

Cn

fn
// Dn

commutes up to homotopy, the difference fn ◦ d
C
n − dDn ◦ fn+1 is a nulhomotopic map Cn+1 → Dn. Of

course, the same is true with n replaced by n+ 1 throughout. As a consequence, in the diagram

Cn+2

dC
n+1

��

fn+2
// Dn+2

dD
n+1

��

Cn+1

dC
n

��

fn+1
// Dn+1

dD
n

��

Cn

fn
// Dn,

we have two nulhomotopies of the difference map

fn ◦ d
C
n ◦ d

C
n+1 − dDn ◦ d

D
n+1 ◦ fn+2 : Cn+2 → Dn,

which specifies a map T (2, n; f•) : ΣCn+2 → Dn. The homotopy class [T (2, n; f•)] ∈ [ΣCn+2, Dn] is the
obstruction to extending Prop. 2.3 to Gr3n:

Proposition 2.7. For each fixed n ≥ 2 there exists a filtration-preserving weak equivalence

Tot
(
Gr3nFC∗

) ≃
−→ Tot

(
Gr3nFD∗

)

agreeing with fm on the subquotients Gr1mFC∗ (m = n, n− 1, n− 2) iff [T (2, n; f•)] = 0.



Proof. We note that Tot
(
Gr3nFC∗

)
sits in a tower of cofiber sequences

Σn+1Cn+2
// Σn+1Cn+1

��

Σn+2Cn+3
// Tot(Gr2nFC∗)

��

Tot(Gr3nFC∗).

From Prop. 2.3, we know that we have a map defined up to homotopy on the top portion of this tower
and its analogue for D•:

Σn+1Cn+2
//

,,
Σn+1Cn+1 22

��

Σn+1Dn+2
// Σn+1Dn+1

��

Σn+2Cn+3
// Tot(Gr2nFC∗)

��

22
Σn+2Dn+3

// Tot(Gr2nFD∗)

��

Tot(Gr3nFC∗) Tot(Gr3nFD∗).

We want to extend this map, up to homotopy, to the bottoms of the towers. This is equivalent to asking
that the square

Σn+2Cn+3

Σn+2fn+3
//

��

Σn+2Dn+3

��

Tot(Gr2nFC∗) // Tot(Gr2nFD∗)

(2.8)

commute up to homotopy. Recall that the map Σn+2Cn+3 → Tot(Gr2nFC∗) arises from the two nul-
homotopies of the map Σn+1Cn+3 → Tot(Gr2nFC∗), one arising from the nulhomotopy of the compos-
ite Σn+1Cn+3 → Σn+1Cn+2 → Σn+1Cn+1, and one arising from the nulhomotopy of the composite
Σn+1Cn+2 → Σn+1Cn+1 → Tot(Gr2nFC∗). Hence the homotopy-commutativity of diagram 2.8 is equiva-
lent to the compatibility-up-to-homotopy of f∗ with these nulhomotopies, i.e., that the two nulhomotopies
of Σn+1Cn+2 → Σn+1Dn+1 given by the two composites in the diagram

Σn+1Cn+3

fn+3
//

��

Σn+1Dn+3

��

Σn+1Cn+2

��

Σn+1Dn+2

��

Σn+1Cn+1

fn+1
// Σn+1Dn+1

give rise to a nulhomotopic map Σn+2Cn+3 → Σn+1Dn+1. (That the two nulhomotopies of Σn+1Cn+2 →
Tot(Gr2nFD∗) automatically give rise to the zero map Σn+2Cn+2 → Tot(Gr2nFD∗) is actually a restate-
ment of Prop. 2.3!) But the map Σn+2Cn+3 → Σn+1Dn+1 in question is precisely Σn+1T (2, n; f•). Hence
the vanishing of the Toda bracket T (2, n; f•) is equivalent to being able to extend the map on Gr2n to a
map on Gr3n.

The general case is described by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.9. Given a map of simplicial homotopy types f• : C• → D• as above, the map fm :

Gr1mFC∗
≃
−→ Gr1mFD∗ extends to a filtration-preserving map

Tot
(
GrknFC∗

)
−→ Tot

(
GrknFD∗

)



for some fixed k ≥ 3 iff the Toda brackets T (N, i; f•) vanish for all pairs of integers (N, i) with 2 ≤ N < k
and n ≤ i and N+ i < n+k. Given this vanishing, the next higher-order set of Toda brackets are defined:

T (k, n; f•) : Σ
k−1Cn+k → Dn

is the map given by the two nulhomotopic maps in the square

Σk−2Cn+k

T (k−1,n+1;f•)
//

Σk−2dC
n+k

��

Dn+1

dD
n+1

��

Σk−2Cn+k−1
T (k−1,n;f•)

// Dn.

If the Toda brackets vanish for all orders and degrees, then there exists a filtration-preserving map

Tot (C∗) −→ Tot (D∗)

which on Gr1•FC∗ agrees with f•.
Finally, if fn is a weak equivalence for each n, then the map on Tot

(
GrkmFC∗

)
is also a weak equivalence

whenever it is defined (i.e., whenever all the appropriate Toda brackets, described above, vanish).

Proof. Essentially the same as in Prop. 2.7. We work by induction: assume the theorem is true for
all ℓ ≤ k for some k. In other words, assume that when ℓ ≤ k, the homotopy map f• induces a map
Tot(GrℓmFC∗)→Tot(GrℓmFD∗) if and only if all the Toda brackets T (N,n; f•) vanish for 2 ≤ N < ℓ and
n ≤ i and N + i < n + ℓ. We want to show that the same statement then holds for k + 1. Under our
assumptions, we have a partially-defined map of geometric realization towers:

Σn+1Cn+2
//

,,
ΣnCn+1 22

��

Σn+1Dn+2
// ΣnDn+1

��

Σn+2Cn+3
//

,,
Tot(Gr2nFC∗)

��

22
Σn+2Dn+3

// Tot(Gr2nFD∗)

��

...

��

...

��

Σn+k−1Cn+k
//

,,
Tot(Grk−1

n FC∗)

��

11
Σn+k−1Dn+k

// Tot(Grk−1
n FD∗)

��

Σn+kCn+k+1
// Tot(GrknFC∗)

��

22
Σn+kDn+k+1

// Tot(GrknFD∗)

��

Tot(Grk+1
n FC∗) Tot(Grk+1

n FD∗).

(2.10)

The problem of extending this map to the bottom-most stage of the towers is exactly the problem of
extending the existing map from Tot(GrknFC∗)→ Tot(GrknFD∗) to Tot(Grk+1

n FC∗)→ Tot(Grk+1
n FD∗).

The maps Σn+kCn+k+1 → Tot(GrknFC∗) and Σn+kDn+k+1 → Tot(GrknFD∗) at the bottoms of these
towers arise from the two nulhomotopies of Σn+k−1Cn+k+1 → Tot(GrknFC∗) and the two nulhomotopies
of Σn+k−1Dn+k+1 → Tot(GrknFD∗), and so the existence of the desired map at the bottom of the towers
in diagram 2.10 is equivalent to the nulhomotopies of Σn+k−1Cn+k+1 → Tot(GrknFC∗) being compatible
with the nulhomotopies of Σn+k−1Dn+k+1 → Tot(GrknFD∗), that is, it is equivalent to the two composite
maps

Σn+k−1Cn+k+1
ΣnT (k,n+1;f•)

//

dC
n+k+1

��

ΣnDn+1

dD
n+1

��
Σn+k−1Cn+k

ΣnT (k,n;f•)
// ΣnDn



giving rise to a map Σn+kCn+k+1 → ΣnDn which is nulhomotopic. But this map Σn+kCn+k+1 → ΣnDn

is precisely ΣnT (k+1, n; f•). So the vanishing of the Toda bracket T (k+1, n; f•) occurs precisely when the
partially-defined map of geometric realization towers in diagram 2.10 extends to a map Tot(Grk+1

n FC∗)→
Tot(Grk+1

n FD∗).
We note that whenever a map of geometric realization towers as in diagram 2.10 exists, one notices that
each induced map Tot(Gri+1

n FC∗) → Tot(Gri+1
n FD∗) in the tower is the map induced on cofibers of

horizontal maps of a square

Σn+iCn+i+1
//

��

Tot(GrinFC∗)

��

Σn+iDn+i+1
// Tot(GrinFD∗),

so if one knows that the vertical maps are weak equivalences, then so is the induced map Tot(Gri+1
n FC∗)→

Tot(Gri+1
n FD∗). By an obvious induction we get that, if fn is a weak equivalence for each n, then so is

each map Tot(Gri+1
n FC∗)→ Tot(Gri+1

n FD∗) whenever it is defined.

Now recall that one has both a homological and a cohomological spectral sequence associated to a tower
of homotopy cofiber sequences. We start with the cohomological spectral sequence. Suppose one chooses
an object S of C and considers the representable functor H : (Ho(C))op → Ab given by H(−) = [−, S].
This functor sends each triangle

X → Y → Z → ΣX

in Ho(C) to a long exact sequence of abelian groups

· · · → H(ΣX)→ H(Z)→ H(Y )→ H(X)→ H(Σ−1Z)→ . . .

and, as a consequence, applying H to the tower of homotopy cofiber sequences (i.e., triangles)

ΣnCn+1
// 0

��

Σn+1Cn+2
// Σn+1Cn+1

��

Σn+2Cn+3
// Tot(Gr2nFC•)

��

...

��

Σn+k−1Cn+k
// Tot(Grk−1

n FC•)

��

Tot(GrknFC•)

(2.11)

yields an exact couple and hence a spectral sequence. If we let Es,t
1 = H(ΣtCs) if n+ 1 ≤ s ≤ n+ k and

0 otherwise, then the associated spectral sequence has differentials

ds,tr : Es,t
r → Es+r,t+r−1

r

and ds,t1 : H(ΣtCs) → H(ΣtCs+1) coincides with the map H(ΣtdCs+1). The spectral sequence converges
strongly to H(Σt−sTot(GrknFC•)).



If we instead have the infinite tower

Σ−1C0
// 0

��
C1

// C0

��

ΣC2
// Tot(F1C•)

��

Σ2C3
// Tot(F2C•)

��

...

(2.12)

then our spectral sequence has Es,t
1
∼= H(ΣtCs) and converges conditionally to H(Σt−sTot(C•)).

We also have a homological spectral sequence. In order to get it to compute Tot(GrknFC•) and not
Tot(GrnnFC•) ≃ 0, we first have to “dualize” the tower of diagram 2.11 by taking the levelwise homotopy
cofiber of the map from that tower into the tower of homotopy cofiber sequences

0 // Tot(GrknFC•)

��

0 // Tot(GrknFC•)

��

...

��

0 // Tot(GrknFC•)

��

Tot(GrknFC•).

We write Ti for the cofiber of the map Tot(GrinFC•) → Tot(GrknFC•). The levelwise cofiber tower we



now have is the tower of homotopy cofiber sequences

Σn+1Cn+1
// Tot(GrknFC•)

��

Σn+2Cn+2
// T0

��

Σn+3Cn+3
// T1

��

...

��
Σn+kCn+k

// Tk−1

��

Tk ≃ 0.

(2.13)

If S is an object of C, we have the co-representable functor H : Ho(C) → Ab given by H(−) = [S,−].
Again, this functor sends triangles in Ho(C) to long exact sequences, so applying H to the tower of
homotopy cofiber sequences of diagram 2.13 yields an exact couple and hence a spectral sequence. If we
let E1

s,t = H(ΣtCs) if n + 1 ≤ s ≤ n + k and 0 otherwise, then the associated spectral sequence has
differentials

ds,tr : Er
s,t → Er

s−r,t−r+1

and d1s,t : H(ΣtCs) → H(ΣtCs−1) coincides with the map H(ΣtdCs ). The spectral sequence converges

strongly to H(Σt−sTot(GrknFC•)). If we instead dualize the tower of diagram 2.12 and then apply H ,
the resulting spectral sequence has Es,t

1
∼= H(ΣtCs) and converges conditionally to H(Σt−sTot(C•)).

The reason we are describing these spectral sequences is their relationship to the Toda brackets of
Thm. 2.9. In the following theorem, in order to avoid having to write everything twice, we use the
cohomological notation Es,t

r for our spectral sequence even though the theorem also applies equally well
to the homological spectral sequence.

Theorem 2.14. Let f• : C• → D• be a map of totalizable simplicial homotopy types in Ho(C). Suppose
H is a cohomological functor H(−) = [−, S] or a homological functor H(−) = [S,−] on Ho(C), as above.
Then we have the spectral sequences

Es,t
1
∼= H(ΣtCs)⇒ H(Σt−sTot(C•)) (2.15)

and
Es,t

1
∼= H(ΣtDs)⇒ H(Σt−sTot(D•)). (2.16)

The map f• induces a map from the E1-page of spectral sequence 2.15 to the E1-page of spectral se-
quence 2.16. This map commutes with the differential d1.
Suppose k > 2 and the Toda brackets T (N, i; f•) vanish for all pairs of integers (N, i) with 2 ≤ N < k
and n ≤ i and N + i < n+ k. Then the map f• induces a map from the Er-page of spectral sequence 2.15
to the Er-page of spectral sequence 2.16 for every r < k. This map commutes with the differential dr.

Proof. That f• always induces a map on the E1-pages of the spectral sequences is clear from the fact
that the differential d1 in these spectral sequences is precisely the differential in the alternating sum chain
complex object for C• or D•.
For the remaining claim in the statement of the theorem, we work by induction. Suppose k > 2 and the
Toda brackets T (N, i; f•) vanish for all pairs of integers (N, i) with 2 ≤ N < k and n ≤ i andN+i < n+k.
Furthermore, suppose we know that this implies that f• induces a map, for all r < k−1, from the Er-term
of the cohomological spectral sequence 2.15 to the Er-term of the cohomological spectral sequence 2.16.



We want to know that we then get an induced map on the Ek-terms which commutes with the differentials.
(We work with the cohomological spectral sequences, but the proof for the homological spectral sequences
in strictly dual.) Since the inductive hypothesis implies we have a well-defined map on the Ek−1-terms
commuting with the differentials, on passing to cohomology we get a well-defined map of Ek-terms, and
we must check that it commutes with the differentials. But Es,t

k in spectral sequence 2.15 is a subquotient
of H(ΣtCs) in which every element’s image under the boundary map H(ΣtCs)→ H(Σt−sTotFsC•) lies
in the image of the map H(Σt−sTotFs+k−1C•) → H(Σt−sTotFsC•), and the differential ds,tk is just the
composite

Es,t
k → H(Σt−sTotFs+k−1C•)→ Es+k,t+k−1

k

where the right-hand map is induced by the map Σt+k−1Cs+k → Σt−sTotFs+k−1C•. The vanishing of
T (k, s; f•) is precisely what we need in order to know that the square

Σt+k−1Cs+k
//

Σt+k−1f•
��

Σt−sTotFs+k−1C•

��

Σt+k−1Ds+k
// Σt−sTotFs+k−1D•

homotopy-commutes and hence that the induced map on Ek-pages commutes with the dk differentials.

3 Non-triviality of the obstruction

For an algebra A, we write CH∗(A) resp. CC∗(A) for the Hochschild resp. cyclic complex of A, with
conventions for the differentials and cyclic structure following that in [L]; HH∗(A) resp. HC∗(A) are
their respective homology groups. When A is the complex group algebra C[π], there are well-known
decompositions of CH∗(C[π]) and CC∗(C[π]) as direct sums of subcomplexes, indexed on < π >= the
set of conjugacy classes of π, which induce corresponding decompositions in homology:

CH∗(C[π]) ∼=
⊕

<x>∈<π>

CH∗(C[π])<x>

CC∗(C[π]) ∼=
⊕

<x>∈<π>

CC∗(C[π])<x>

HH∗(C[π]) ∼=
⊕

<x>∈<π>

HH∗(C[π])<x>

HC∗(C[π]) ∼=
⊕

<x>∈<π>

HC∗(C[π])<x>

Moreover, for each conjugacy class associated to an element of infinite order (or non-elliptic class), there
are isomorphisms

CH∗(C[G])<x>
∼= C∗(BCx;C) (3.1)

CC∗(C[G])<x>
∼= C∗(B(Cx/(x));C) (3.2)

where x is element representing the conjugacy class < x >, Cx denotes the centralizer of x ∈ π and
(x) ⊂ Cx the infinite cyclic subgroup of Cx generated by x. This identification, due to Burghelea [B],
has been fundamental in understanding the structure of the Hochschild and cyclic homology groups of
the group algebra. The isomorphism in (3.2) arises from the isomorphism in (3.1), which holds for all
conjugacy classes. However, this identification involves a choice of element x among the set of elements
conjugate to x; as we shall see, it is impossible to make this choice in a way compatible, up to higher
coherence homotopies, with respect to a collection of homomorphisms between two groups.

We recall how these equivalences are constructed. Given x ∈ G, write S<x> for the subset of elements in
G conjugate to x. There is a natural action of G on S<x> given by g ◦ y := g−1yg. We write N cy(G) for



the cyclic bar construction on G; this is the cyclic simplicial set with

N cy(G)n = Gn+1;

∂i(g0, . . . , gn) = (g0, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gn), 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,

∂n(g0, . . . , gn) = (gng0, g1, . . . , gn−1),

sj(g0, . . . , gn) = (g0, . . . , gj , 1, gj+1, . . . , gn)

and cyclic structure given by
tn(g0, . . . , gn) = (gn, g0, . . . , gn−1)

There is a functorial equivalence
C∗(N

cy(G);C) ∼= CH∗(C[G])

Moreover, the decomposition of CH∗(C[G]) into summands indexed on conjugacy classes arises from the
decomposition of N cy(G) into a disjoint sum of path components

N cy(G) ∼=
∐

<x>∈<G>

N cy(G)<x>

where for each < x >, N cy(G)<x> is the simplicial subset of N cy(G) given by

(N cy(G)<x>)n := {(g0, . . . , gn) | g0g1 · · · · · gn ∈ S<x>}

Denoting the non-homogeneous bar resolution of G by EG, there is an isomorphism of simplicial sets
(compare [L, Prop. 7.4.2])

S<x> ×
G
EG

∼=
←→ N cy(G)x, (3.3)

(g1g2 · · · · · gng0; [g1, g2, . . . , gn])↔ (g0, g1, . . . , gn)

which sum together over conjugacy classes to induce a simplicial isomorphism

S(G)×
G
EG

∼=
←→ N cy(G) (3.4)

where S(G) = G, but with G-action given by g ◦ s = g−1sg, s ∈ S(G). Next, for any given element
y ∈ S<x>, there is an equivariant isomorphism of G-sets

py : Cy\G
∼=
−→ S<x>, (Cy)g 7→ g−1yg (3.5)

This in turn induces an isomorphism of simplicial sets

(Cy\G)×
G
EG

∼=
←→ S<x> ×

G
EG (3.6)

Finally, the inclusion Cy →֒ G induces a weak equivalence

BCy = (Cy\Cy) ×
Cy

ECy

≃
→֒ (Cy\G)×

G
EG (3.7)

The composition
BCy → N cy(G)<x>

is therefore a weak equivalence, as well as a map of cyclic simplicial sets, where the cyclic structure on
the left is given by the “twisted nerve”construction detailed in [L,§7.3.3] (in the notation of that source,
we would write B(Cy , y) instead of just BCy). From this cyclic simplicial weak equivalence, one derives
the usual identification of the non-elliptic summands in CC∗(C[G]) as in (3.2).

With respect to naturality, a problem with this construction occurs in (3.5) and (3.6) where the choice of
y is made, since this choice cannot be done in a functorial way unless < x >=< id >. Fixing a choice of
y ∈ S<x> amounts to choosing a basepoint for the non-basepointed discrete space S<x>. In what follows,
a free simplicial group refers to a simplicial group which is degreewise free.



Lemma 3.8. Suppose (Γ•) is a free simplicial group. Then there is a natural map of graded simplicial
sets {

[n] 7→
∐

<x>∈<Γn>

BC<x>

}

n≥0

F (Γ•)
−→

{
[n] 7→

∐

<x>∈<Γn>

N cy(Γn)<x>

}

n≥0

(3.9)

which, for each n and < x >∈< Γn >, restricts to a weak equivalence of cyclic simplicial sets

BC<x>

≃
→֒ N cy(Γn)<x>

where C<x> is a canonical model for the centralizer subgroup Cx. Both the domain and range are sim-
plicial spaces (i.e., bisimplicial sets), and for each iterated simplicial map λ : Γn → Γm, there is a
diagram ∐

<x>∈<Γn>

BC<x>

'& %$ ! "#≃λ∗

��

�

� ≃
// N cy(Γn)

λ∗

��∐
<x>∈<Γm>

BC<y>
�

� ≃
// N cy(Γm)

(3.10)

which commutes up to canonical homotopy

Proof. For each n ≥ 0 and conjugacy class < x >∈< Γn >, fix a choice of basepoint x for S<x>. We
consider first the problem of constructing a canonical representative C<y> for the centralizer of an element
y when < y > 6=< id >. If < y >=< y′ >, then choosing h such that y′ = yh leads to an isomorphism

Cy
φh
−→
∼=

Cy′ given by φh(x) = xh. However, this isomorphic identification between the two centralizers

is determined only up to precomposition with an inner automorphism of Cy, as the choice of h is only
determined up to right multiplication by an element of Cy. Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for
C<y> to exist is that the group of inner automorphisms of Cy is trivial; that is, Cy should be abelian
when < y > 6=< id >. When < y >∈< F >, F a free group, Cy is infinite cyclic for y 6= id, so the
condition holds. In fact, for y 6= id, the centralizer Cy is the infinite cyclic subgroup of F generated
by xy, where xy ∈ F is uniquely defined as the element of shortest length for which y can be written
as a power of xy, and the canonical isomorphism between Cy and Cy′ is the one that sends xy to xy′ .
Identifying Cy with Cy′ via this canonical isomorphism for conjugate elements y and y′ produces our
canonical centralizer group C<y>. We can extend this description to all conjugacy classes in < F > by
setting C<1> = C1 = F .

There are maps of graded simplicial sets

{
[n] 7→

∐

<x>∈<Γn>

BC<x>

}

n≥0

≃
−→

{
[n] 7→

∐

<x>∈<Γn>

Cx\Γn ×
Γn

EΓn

}

n≥0

∼=
−→
p∗

{
[n] 7→

∐

<x>∈<Γn>

N cy(Γn)<x>

}

n≥0

(3.11)

Where the first map in (3.11) is induced on each summand by the canonical isomorphism C<x>
∼= Cx

described above. For each ∂i : Γn → Γn−1 and < x >∈< Γn > there is a commuting diagram

BC<x>

(∂i)∗

��

�

� ≃
// Cx\Γn ×

Γn

EΓn

∼=

px

//

(∂
hx,i
i

)∗

��

N cy(Γn)<x>

(∂
hx,i
i

)∗

��

BC<∂i(x)>
�� �

� ≃
// Cxi
\Γn−1 ×

Γn−1

EΓn−1

∼=

pxi

// N cy(Γn−1)<∂i(x)>

(3.12)

where xi denotes the basepoint of S<∂i(x)> ⊂ Γn−1, and hx,i satisfies the equation (∂i(x))
hx,i = xi. A

similar diagram exists for degeneracy maps. Because of the conjugation by the {hx,i} the middle and
right-most terms in the sequence of (3.11), equipped with conjugated face and degeneracy maps, may
not be bisimplicial sets, but simply graded simplicial sets. However, from the preceding construction
used in the definition of C<x>, we see that the simplicial identities for compositions of face maps will be
satisfied when restricted to the image of the inclusion of BC<x>. The same argument applies for the other



identities between compositions of face and degeneracy maps, and moreover the simplicial structure is
independent of the particular choice of {hx,i}. The result is a map of graded simplicial sets as indicated,
which in each degree is a map of cyclic simplicial sets by [L, Prop. 7.4.5]. Iterating this construction for
both face and degeneracy maps, one concludes that for any morphism α ∈ Hom∆([m], [n]) and conjugacy
class < x >, there is a strictly commuting diagram

BC<x>

Γ(α)∗

��

�

� ≃
// Cx\Γn ×

Γn

EΓn

∼=

px

//

(Γ(α)hx,α )∗

��

N cy(Γn)<x>

(Γ(α)hx,α )∗

��

BC<y>
�

� ≃
// Cy\Γm ×

Γm

EΓm

∼=

py

// N cy(Γm)<y>

(3.13)

where Γ(α) : Γn → Γm is the homomorphism corresponding to α, y = Γ(α)(x), y is the basepoint of

S<y>, and hx,α ∈ Γm satisfies the equation (Γ(α)(x))
hx,α = y. As conjugation by any element of Γm

induces a self map of N cy(Γm) canonically homotopic to the identity, we conclude the existence of a
canonically homotopy commuting diagram

∐
<x>∈<Γn>

BC<x>

'& %$ ! "#≃Γ(α)∗

��

�

� ≃
// N cy(Γn)

Γ(α)∗

��∐
<x>∈<Γm>

BC<y>
�

� ≃
// N cy(Γm)

(3.14)

For a free group F , let

C̃C∗(C[F ]) := C∗(BF ;C)⊗ CC∗(C)oplus
⊕

<id> 6=<x>∈<F>

C∗(B(C<x>/(< x >));C)

where C<x>/(< x >) denotes the canonical model for the centralizer of x divided by the subgroup (x).
This chain complex is simply the cyclic chain complex (in char. 0) associated to the cyclic simpicial set∐
<x>∈<F>

BC<x>. As we have seen in the proof of the previous Lemma, the association F 7→ C̃C∗(C[F ])

defines a functor (fr.gps)→ C from the category of free groups to C.

Assume m ≥ 2, m even. Form a free simplicial group Γ(m)• by setting Γ(m)j = {id} for j < m − 1,
Γ(m)m−1 = Z on generator ιm−1, and Γm+k the free group on generators sα(ιm−1), where sα ranges
over iterated degeneracies from dim. m− 1 to dim. m+ k when k ≥ 0. This is a simplcial group model
for ΩSm. Let A(m)• be the abelianization of Γ(m)•, so that |A(m)•| ≃ K(Z,m− 1). As m− 1 is odd,
the simplicial group homomorphism Γ(m)• ։ A(m)• induced by abelianization is a rational homotopy
equivalence, and the map of simplicial complex group algebras C[Γ(m)•]→ C[A(m)•] a weak equivalence.

Define C(m)∗,•, D(m)∗,• by

C(m)∗,• := C̃C∗(C[Γ(m)•])

D(m)∗,• := CC∗(C[Γ(m)•])

By the previous Lemma, both C(m)∗,• and D(m)∗,• are simplicial objects in C, for which there is
a homomorphism of graded complexes φ∗,• : C(m)∗,• → D(m)∗,• which is a quasi-isomorphism in each
degree, and which commutes with face and degeneracy maps up to canonical chain homotopy. Degreewise
inclusion of the summand indexed by < id > induces evident “assembly maps”

H∗(K(Z,m);C) = H∗(BΓ(m)•;C)→ H∗(C(m)∗,•),

H∗(K(Z,m);C) = H∗(BΓ(m)•;C)→ H∗(D(m)∗,•)



Lemma 3.15. For all m ≥ 2, Hm(C(m)∗,•) 6= Hm(D(m)∗,•).

Proof. Since the corresponding bicomplexes are positively graded in both coordinates, filtering by rows
yields a strongly convergent spectral sequence

{
E2

p,q := Hp(F∗,q)⇒ Hp+q(F∗,•)
}

for F = C,D. In fact, the spectral sequences for both C∗,• and D∗,• have the same E2
∗,∗-term. In both

cases, the image of the canonical generator ιm ∈ Hm(K(Z,m);C) under the assembly map is represented
at the E1-level by the canonical generator ι1,m−1 ∈ E1

1,m−1
∼= HC1(C[Γ(m)m−1]) = HC1(C[Z]) ∼= C.

Moreover, in both cases, this element survives to a non-zero element in E2
1,n−1. Now the bicomplex

C(m)∗,∗ satisfies the property that for each n, 0 = d01,n : C(m)1,n → C(m)0,n. In other words, as a
bicomplex it can be written as a direct sum C∗,∗ = C0,∗ ⊕ C∗,∗/C0,∗. In the corresponding homology
spectral sequence, this forces all differentials originating on the q = 0 line to be zero. In particular, for the
spectral sequence converging to H∗(C(m)∗,•), one has 0 = d20,m+1 : E2

0,m+1 → E2
1,m−1, implying ι1,n−1

survives to a non-zero element in E3
1,m−1 = E∞

1,m−1, so that Hm(C(m)∗,•) ∼= C. On the other hand, in the
spectral sequence converging to H∗(D(m)∗,•), the element ι1,n−1 must be hit by the differential d20,m+1.
In fact, H∗(D∗,•) ∼= HC∗(C[ΩK(Z,m)]) by the above discussion (where ΩK(Z,m) denotes any simplicial
group rationally homotopy equivalent to K(Z,m)). But for m ≥ 2, HCm(C[ΩK(Z,m)]) = 0, with the
canonical generator 0 6= ιm ∈ HHm(C[ΩK(Z,m)]) lying in the image of the B : HCm−1(C[ΩK(Z,m)])→
HHm(C[ΩK(Z,m)]) in the Connes-Gysin sequence.

Corollary 3.16. For each m ≥ 2, the (m + 1)st first-order Toda bracket associated to the homotopy
chain map C(m)∗,• → D(m)∗,• is non-zero.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.14.

Note that the above phenomenon is fundamentally a non-commutative one. In fact, revisiting the proof
of Lemma 3.8 we see that the canonical models for the centralizer subgroups are also defined when the
simplicial group is degreewise abelian. However, in this case, the diagram in (3.10) commutes not just
up to canonical homotopy, but on the nose. In other words, if A• is a simplicial abelian group, there is
a homomorphism of simplicial chain complexes (not just graded complexes)

{[n] 7→ C̃C∗(C[An])}n≥0 → {[n] 7→ CC∗(C[An])}n≥0

(with the left-hand side defined exactly as above) which is a quasi-isomorphism in each degree, hence a
quasi-isomorphism of total complexes. From this we can also conclude that the functor

Γ• 7→ C̃C∗(C[Γ•])

defined for simplicial groups which are either degreewise free or degreewise abelian, does not admit an
extension to a homotopy functor from the category S•(gp.s) of simplicial groups to S•C, for this last
observation implies that the abelianization map Γ(m)• → A(m)•, which is a weak equivalence, does not

induce a quasi-isomorphism when precomposed with C̃C∗(−).
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